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This report summarizes the development and test of three f-ay
submerged hydrofoil
configurations,
with "drag vane" flap control.,
The program described herein
as installed
on 15 foot runabouts.
Engineering
Corporation,
and
was funded by the Grumman Aircraft
performed between July, 1962 and March, 1963.
All testing was
conducted from the Grumman Barge Facility
at Jakobson's Shlpysrd,
Oyster Bay, Long Island,
New York.
During the same time period, preliminary
work was also
vane" for flap control of fully
accomrplished utilizing
a "lift
'Ihis wrk is separately
report&i
in Reference
submerged foils.
(1).
In addition,
work directed
toward qualitative
evaluation
0~'
"Sea Wings" surface piercing
performance as affected
by C.G.
This work Is separate$y reported
:',n
location
was accomplished,
Reference (2).

The work described
a new type of hydrofoil

of
herein has demonstrated the feasibility
control
system through open mter testing.

Three
The boat hulls are Grumman 15 foot aluminum runabouts.
fully
submerged hydrofoils
sre employed.
Two foils are located
forward of the boat center of gravity,
one on each side of the hcl;,
The third foil is located
and support most of the vehicle weight.
Each forward foil incorporates
a trsi,liny
aft of the transom.
Attached t3 each flap is a base ventilated
vane which
edge flap.
extends upward from the flap behind the kydrofoil's
supportirlg
strut *
A change
in forward
velocity
or b-aterline
position
due to t;~'rzs
causes a change in drag zn the vane which in turn causes a &an@
The
in flap hinge moment and hence a change in flap position.
result is automatic control of hydrofoil
lift
which has enabled
The particular
merits of
stable flight
In smooth and rough water.
this foil system are considered to be:

1.

Siiile

2.

Relatively

high lift

3.

Relatively

good lift
broach.

zm?in foil

ccnstruction.
to drag ratio
recover-/

in roughwater.

characteristics

after

a

rrot 3

DESCRIFTION OF 7I'HKfE FULLY ,!3JE%mGEDFOIL COXFIGIBATTOITS The basic foil arrangement is of the "cor;Ventlonall)
type wit3
Two foils are located forHard of th%e
,three fully submerged foils.
boat center of gravity,
one on each side of the huU, and su?pDrt
The third foil is located aft of the
mst of the vehicle weight.
transom.
Three different
fox-&rd (main) foil designa have been fabricated
and tested.
Each main foil design was tested with the same tail
foil which XBO retained
from the "Sea Wings" hydrofoil
kit..
The
tall foil has adjustable
incidence in pitch,
This tnical
arrangercrnt
is shown in Figures 1 and 2.
Each of the three forward foil designs was Installed
on the
15 foot runabouts In a similar manner and location.
The forward
struts and foils were installed
with 15 degrees of dihedral.
A
forward strut sweep of about 36 degrees was necessay to utilize
the existing
"Sea Wings" foundation
assembly.
The Installation
was such as to allow a foil Incidence change In pitch by rotation
of the strut,
Each of the three forward foil designs has an area of 200
Tuu of the foils have drooped leading edges. The
square inches.
thfrd foil has a 16 series section with a = 1 camber, The two
drooped nosed foils have‘ aspect ratios of 1.85 and 2.70.
The 16
series roil has an aspect ratio of 3.00,
The asgect ratio 1.85
foil is shown in Figures j-and 4; the aspect ratio 2.70 foil ie
shown in Figure 5; the aspect ratio 3,O foil la aZzown In Flguree
6
and 7. The photographs of Figures 4 and 7 chow minor modiflcatio=
from the drawings of Figures
(discussed later),
made during tasting,
3 and6.
Trailing
edge flaps for iSC&rslon, pitch, and roll control are
employed by each of the three designs,
The flaps are of rectinguhr
planiorm,
cover about 75s of the foil trailing
edq~ ~pean and about
Pj$ of the foil
mean geometric chord,
Wb.en in the neu"ssl
~~s;tion,
the flap cross section is a continuation
of the foil cross
eection,
The flaps were orlgfnally
attached to the foil by e thin
flexible
plastic
sheet recessed
In the bottom surface of the foil
and flap.
The plastic was later replaced by stainless
steel pia,no
hinges.
A typical plastic
hinge arrangement is shown in Figure 3.
Flap movement is controlled
by base (trailing
edge) vented
A typical drag vane design is shown in Figures
upright drag vanes.
8 and 9. The drag vane consists of a 3/16 inch x 3/4 inch alumlnm
post tith an ,050 inch thick aluminum wedge shaped angle spot
welded on the leading edge. The included angle of the wedge can be
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The trailing
edge of the
vxrifzd to increase or decrease drag,
wedge is tapered from one inch in width at the top into a flush
The bottom cross
condition
one to two inches up from the bottom.
section is streamUned to reduce drag and to prevent ventilation
The drag vane is fastened to the flep by four flush
of the flap.
head strews throw
a thin plate welded to the bottom of the we.
The p&ate is contoured and faired to the fla;, to reduce drag.
The design for adjusting
the up stop position
of the main foil
and to produce asyzmetric flap movement
flaps for izmersion control,
for bankirg +iz~turns, is show in Figures 8 and 10. The photograph Of
Figure 10 shows &nor modifications
(discussed later),
made during
testing,
from the drakng of Figure 8. The system consists of a
quadrant with provision
to adjust the ratio of steering -&eel
movement to flap mcvezzent and teleflex
cables from the quadrant to
Each drag
bell&s
on the Qa4Lng
edge of each forward strut.
Turnbuckle adjustment
vane rests against
one end of the bellcrank.
of cable length is available
to control
the up limit of the drag

METHODOF IJ2.V CONTROL
The upright base vented drag vane as previously,described
is the
device u&d for main foil lift
control,
The wedge shaped, tapered
vane leadUg
edge presents varied frontal
area as foil and vane
imners ion c'hange .
Flap position
for steady state conditions
must be such'as to
on
represent
the case of zero net flap hinge nxxnent. Dragloads
the vane tend to cause a hinge mment which rotates the flap in a
tzalU.ng edge down direction.
Lift loads on the flap cause hine;e
rmments which rotate the flap trailing
&ge In an UFwrd directionAt low forward speed and high foil and vane -sion,
thin =@==I=
ml%u?Lion results
In mBximLrmpositive
flap deflection
(Iz&X.ng
eagC
At higher forward speeds, this equiU3riran
condition
allow
jpvn).
the fl~~p deflection
to decrease,
At maximum speed, the vane Is
!l!he flap deflection
auz-face piercing
and rests against its up stop.
when flying

inwaves at a given speed, an incxV2We in 32mersiOn
3lne onthedragvaneandthessaociated
incease
lndragrotatesthe
flap traiU.ng
edgetiovn 80 SB to enuSe
an Fncrease in ovrm0.l foil IXt.
A decrease in kmnersion a IDWW uater U.ne on the drag vane and the associated decreaae
in
dragthe flsp to rotate trailing
edgeup so as to cause a
decrease in overall
foil lift,
Through this action, the drag vane
control
system becomes a wave contouring
device.
causes

ahigheruater

I?lap-action
can be affected
by changing the drag characteristics
of the vane.
By reshaping or changing the tapered profile
of the
wedge, the amxnt of drag for a given $mmersion is changed.
Flag position
to maintain the desired cruise huLl clearance
and foil ixmnersion is controlled
by positioning
the drag v9ne up
stops.

PAGE 6

The first
tests
were made xith
the as-,ect ratio
1.85 drooped
leading
edge foil
design.
Initial
runs indicated
this
configuration
to hsve R high degree of jta3ili+q,
in both head and iollowlng
seas
witk excellen%
rough -Hater cqabilitiea,
These initial
modifications
to
discussed
below.

runs
improve

also indicated
perfo,xznce,

itema
These

wfiicfi
item

required
are eeprstely
.

A tendency
to “skid”
outboard
during
high speed turns
(low main
foil
Frcmersim
conditions)
was observed.
This -onc%54,on Led to the
design
and iwttllaticn
of t& Zanking
system previously
described,
Turning
qualities
were greatly
iqrovzd
but are still
restricted
to
a nominal
turning
radius,
This restriction
is iqosed
by the
margin&l
strength
of the main fall
struts,
wfiich have been retained
from the “Sea Wings” kit,
and occasional
ventilation
of the struts
during
sharp turns.
On t=& cccasions
during
turns,
the struts
were bent at: the
intersection
of upper and lower sections.
To help remedy this
situation,
a four inch extension
was welded to the upper stxwts.
A fa;?lure
of this welded section
also occurred
during
a rough water
demonstrstlon.
Fur-the,- strengthening
‘*rag accoqYshed
by the
addition
of a doubler
2.Lste over the -xeZded section,
Foward
strut
Is%rc~h
s*,ru
zx.ci3il.s a3 3 limi+zticr
33 maxijrr;r; tuxing
cambility.
t;?c~lJd~l.S~
of :%e szuts
dcing
turn5 -2223 cbse,--rec’.,
~?W.c
wau rt,x’,bxzi
% 5x a~zsnentizM
skidtiq
anti to inae&idtkL
geometry
rrstitlng
in stat
angles
of yaw even during
strsigbt
ahead
I.lxzlrig.
Tapered
s:?Fmj -fore installed
on szr*zt supcort
structure
to
mlninize
thio
strut
,v”-‘x c3ndis:cc.
Combined with the modilication
to
induce b&&i-ng,
this
shimming
iqzoved
turning
performzwce.
Occasiotil
strut
Yentirq
sW.i
limits
turning
capability.
‘When a forverd
strut
1~3s
in strut
side load and an
ventilates
there
is an abrupt
.easociated
increase
in turning
radius,
Twning
caFabil:ty
is LMW
adquefe
considered
tc dsxtra:e
p3~tic.tCsiii~;~
'Z-J< sho:G.d be
further
urprcved
on ?~ture
8desig=s such af ell X5-5
desi~
rz’erxd
tc on pge
21,
dar:z,3 %%.kezr‘P,
T:;.? tase 0: -3?e ck=z$ -r,l:e mL:d
vtxt 9uiLdcrLy
tith
an sssociat&
ab:.q% change ir, fi3.g gcslsicn
and rrehFc15 Fix?.
This situation
was corrected
by the addition
of 3 fence like
plate.
within
*&e wedge cross section
cf the drag vane.
This caused bsse
ventLlz?icn
2” the vane x ;czur
in ? zre
g?,dtai.
csz~er
arid has
resulted
in a smoother
+&ke-off.

This first
configuration,
as shown in Figure 11, did not
Cruise flap position
depended upon vane
utilize
a vane up stop.
drag and flap lift
hinge moment equilibrium
which produced sensitive
and unnecessary flap movement and oscillatory
foil Wmersion.
The
drag vane up stop to litnit the flap up position
was devised.
To
be able to control the foil cruise immersion, the up stop was nrrde
adjustable
and further
-roved
by incorporation
into the banked
turn system.
It was also observed that flap action could be -roved
through
The bottom of the vane was
modifications
in drag vane geometry.
modified by giving it a streamlined
section to reduce drag.
The drag
vanes were also reshaped by reducing the wedge angle and chan&ng the
slope of the tapered trailing
edges to reduce drag and improve flap
action.
Areas were observed which tended to cause local ventltition
and/or cavitation.
"Cleaning up" of various areas vas carried out azd
drag reduced ‘to the extent that a noticeable
improvement in perforce
was obtained.
Fairing was accomplished in the up stop attachment
region.
Fairing was also accomplished in the region of drag vane
attactint
to the flap with replacement of round head screws by flat
heed screws.
(See difference
between Figure 8 and Figure 9.) In
These
ce+rtain areas the flap protruded
above the foil upper surface.
At a later date this condition
was found to
areas were filed flush.
be caused by stretching
of the plastic
flap hinge.
The plastic
hinge
-as then replaced by a stainless
steel piano hinge.
The irro~~icatlons
resulting
from initial
test of the aspect
rstio 1.85 foils were incorporated
in the construction
of the other
twrl fo-2 r;ystei!ns.

The aspect ratio 1.85 drooped leading edge foils were evaluated
in various
sea states from flat calm to over 2.0 foot vaves with
head, following,
quartering
and beam seas. In the normal test
configuration
with standard equipment, driver
as,d observer,
the boat
6 to 7

obtained

at a speed of 15 mph.
in appro4u+3ately 30 seconds.

seconds

Top

speed

obtain this speed, the main foils were run with
breaking the sm0oth weter surface.

of 32 to 33 mph is

the foil

tips

just

In a me foot

chop, take-off
characteristics
are not affected
Top speed of approximately
performance.
Some broaching of the ?&%in foils
is
30 mph can be maintained.
experienced with excellent
recovery.
Recovery is extremely rapid
resulting
in a "hard" ride.
aB compared to sreooth water

When operating
upwind (hwd seas) in limiting
sea states, where
waves of l& feet and greater are encountered,
"falLing
in" and huU.
As a series of these bigger waves are encountered,
Impacts be&.
seas)
speed fluctuates
from 20to 22 mph. Downwind (folloting
under these conditions
results in simUar behavfor with somewhat
greater speed fluctuation.
tihile in quartering
seas, very few
YdJ. +a" are e~eriemed.
't?Ale b&a&ide?
sp&
of 25 A& 30
mph can be marnmired
35th ease,
The second set of foils to be tested was the aspect ratio 2.73
and trlzrnkg
drooped LeEdi~ dqe f@iiS.
D.Eing
the foil adjusting
cav',tation
cf
the
foil
lc-der
surl'aces
'rtss
evident
ad the
process,
incidence angle MS l~~~-ed to decrease foil angle of attack.
A
satisfactory
incidence angle was reached and cavitation
reduced
after the lower concave section of the foils was filled
with a plastic.
Performance of this foil fell short of the standard set by the aspect
4 and sea s"ste capiioility.
Further
I-&IO 1.85 r'oCis in bcth spt?.-.
improvement -ais postw3ed ad hs zot been cznpleted r;o date.
t2ie 16 series sB2ction
The third set of foils test.e+ :tcorpxafed
and aspect ratio 3.*X.
The pcfora?ace
~3 tkese foils
2cq2z2d
favorably
with the aspect raticj 1.35 fcliz.
ut &CEO pcurzj.~ gross
5dght,
top
speed is jl to 32 mph in siK?Oth water.

I
1
I
I
1
!
i

i
i
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Comparative tests of the aspect ratio 1.85 drooped leading edge
foils and aspect ratio 3.00, 16 series foils were made in calm water
and chop up to two feet.
The boats were run side by side with the
same gross weights.
Identical
drag vanes were used and engines vere
svitched'from
one boat to the other to eliminate
performance
differences
due to engine output.
In calm water, at a gross weight of 1,060 pounds, the take-off
characteristics
are about the same. During foilborne
runs, the
aspect ratio 1.85 foilswere
run with the outboard tips just
breaking the water surface to reach a top speed of 32 to 33 mph.
The aspect ratio 3.00 foils were run at their top speed of 31 to
32 mph with the outboard tips $ to 1 inch below the water surface.
At a IX&~

the aspect ratio
the aspect ratio

gross weight ofA
pgunds in smooth water
will reach a maximum speed of 20 mph;
26 to 27' mph at a maximum weight
3.00 "oils*reach
I

1.55 foils

In an 8 to 10 inch chop, top speed of the two foils et the 1,000
pounds gross weight is about equal at 31 mph. A noticeable
difference
The ride with the aspect ratio 1.85 folk!
in ride is experienced.
is harder. The cause cf t,his can be seen by observing
the foils as
they go through the waves. The aspect ratio 1.85 foil outboard
section comes out of the water xmxe often in the wave trougba and
gives a decided bump as the bottom of the foil is hit by the next
wave. The 3ore deeply Wrsed
aspect ratio 3.00 foil cuts through
the wave and gonerall~
stays covered through the trough.
The
sprung truck
difference
of ride Fs .sjmiJar to the ride of a stiffly
conqxced

to

a sc3fCy

3p.mg

car.

It 1 50 l+ %:t 't*'tives, and at the 1,000 pounds gross weight, the
They show
aspect ratio 1.85 r'oFls begin to show a speed advantage.
broaching,
which
again
gives
a
hard
bouncy
excellent
recc--er;- ais'zer
ride.
The aspecs rat50 3.00 foil recovery is not as pronounced.
The
This results
in a smoother ride, but greater
foils
immerse further.
Both boats, in quartering
loss of speed and occasional hull impacts.
and beam seas can mintain
speeds around 29 to 31 mph with a comfortable
ride for the gi*ten sea state.
The excellent
sea keeping abilities
of the fully
submerged
foils
were deroonskstez fn several ways. The Gnnmniin 27 foot Pearson
escort boat has been used to generate sizeable waves through which
the broaching and recovery
ti,e boats -xere r.z, l?zonstrating
cspabilizies.
?he btxts were also demonstrated in waves up to two
feet high and over in VZxig Island Sound. On one occasion a three foot
to four foot s-+f~lJ. *a5 running.
The boat was able to contour the
bigger waves and aC the same time negotiate
the one foot chop on top
of the waves.

In general, the smaller aspect ratio foils provide a better
rough water lift
to drag ratio and geater'sea
state capability.
The
higher aspect ratio foils provide a better smooth water lift
to drag
ratio at high gross weights and a smoother ride.

.

Both the aspect ratio 1.95 and 3.00 foils were compared and
Their performance
for discussion
evaluated
in various sea s%tes.
purposes in the comparison ;rith 'Sea Wings" surface piercing
foils
will be considered equal and they will be referred
to simply as the
fUly
submerged foils.
"Sea Wings" surface piercing
foils are
stated, all comparisons -Jere
shown in Figure 12. Uriess othertise
,
made with boat gross ;reights of approxUteP&
1,000 pounds.
In calm water, the f?iUy submerged type foils have a top speed of
22 to 33 qh, trim sngle cP -i $* to 1.0' and keel clearance at the
nain foils of s ta 10 irrcnas.
Take-off
occurs
in 4.5 to 6.5 SZCOR~S
at 14 to 15 mph; te-rminal speed is reached in 20 to 31 seconds.
The "Sea Wings" surface piercing
foils have a take-off
sped
Terminal speed of 35 mph is reached in
of I2 mph in 6.5 seconds.
boat
t the main foils
is &&c&p,and
The "Sea Wings" take-off
characteristics
are smoother than
"Sea Wings" take-off
with near
those of the fully
submerged foils.
The craft trims up to + 5’
constant acceleration
rising
smoothly.
at takeoff
speed and '55.n trLms down to f 2$* at maximum speed. The
Oily
submerged foil beats, due to the drag vane venting,
take-off
The Scat t;rw
'-tp, hull clearing
the water surface,
in t-m steps.
then trii5.s down, acc&?rstes
anti4 trims up again to about + 3’ and
".hen conttiuec
J-2 acrlG,era.. ;e to terminal speed trinnning down
simultaneously
to + 3' to LOO.
Better stabilit;zrz r;eriorzmnce of the fully
submerged foils
In an 8 to 10
chop
of
10
inches
and
higher.
become apparent in a
inch chop top speed for th, 0 tuo foils is about the same. The fuLzy
to keep a constant
submerged type begin to show better ability
The ride is harder due
altitude
and better directional
stability.
to the raGid recc-very cixacteristics
of the my
submerged foiti.
In a 1 t.J 1* fco-, 3hcp, C,ne fully
submerged foils are able to
foil3orne
considerably
better than the
sper!
ad be?
The l)Sea Wings" have a tendency
"Sea Wings",particul~~ly
C~wwind.
La" dlle +a ig;ss or‘ Lift after broaching.
The fkllysubmerged
to “faz
foils w',lJ. PXcasionaL;
"f&J. in"; however, it appears to be due to
encountering
a series of the bigger waves rather
a loss of speed after
Their ability
to recover after
th-n loss of iift
&le fc b,-oaching.
in Figure 13 shows a
broaching
is excrptioraXy
gocd. The photograph
broaching
condition
from T&ic'n the fully submerged foils will recover
The "Sea Wings", in a similar
without experiencing
hull impact.
situation,
“fall
in" ;iith high hull impact.
main-&ala
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Maneuvtibility
of the "Sea Wings" is superior
to the present
fully
submerged foil strut configuration.
‘"Sea Wings" have the
ability
to turn, at full throttle,
in at least half the diameter of
the tightest
turn allowed for the existing
configuration
of the fully
"Sea Wings" turns can be tightened
to the
submerged type foils.
*-‘l the boat is no longer
point where drag decreases speed unur
foilborne.

J

At a high gross weight of about 1,600 pounds, top speed of the
aspect ratio 3.00 foils
is 26 mph; top speed is 20 mph for the
At
aspect ratio 1.85 foils and 22 qh for the "Sea Wings" foils.
stability
this gross weight, "Sea Wings" lose some of their latenl
with a tendency to roll easily.
During turns, the fully submerged
foils
occasionally
lose lift
on one foil due to the strut ventilation
resulting
in a high degree of roll,
problem (previously
discussed),
In general, the fully
submerged foils provide
a&high
gross weightliftto
dragratio
and
The "Sea Wings" foils provide a better
capab Uty.
lift
to drag ratio at low gross weights, a smoother
better turning capability.

water

FACTORS flJ!mcnNG

a better rough
greater sea state
smooth water
take-off
and

RJ.zcovERY

The tests have indicated
that to obtain the most rapid recover
to ha:e 3 low span and irig
after a foil broach, it is desirable
The low span, for my given dik%iral.
e.nables the most
amber.
?is erxkles the ;JC~S rapid
rapid mrsion
of total foil area.
htTSS
>e high S¶mbW
Pftion
of upper surface *zr3.lz",ior
patha.
the
initial
impact
Uad
qon
first
contact
with
the
water
lx
increase
Surface piercing
foils tend sot to recover as qtiickly as
surface.
fully
submerged foils because a& qqer surface air path is protided
by the surface piercing
element.
In actual design of fully
submerged foil systems, camber will
be United
by considerations
of design to prevent cavltition
at full
;ri+L
scale nnnxfmum speed. Foil span will be the maximum consistent
the highest structurally
feasible
aspect ratio in order t3 minimize
The performaXe
cr' the tested aspect ratio 3.CC foils
induced drag.
(low camber) is, therefore,
more reyresentitive
of PJ.l scale
vehicle
performance than that obtained *XLth the ss>tc: rs",io I.85
foils
(high camber).

The aspect ratio 1.85 and 3.00 foil systems and the "Sea Wings"
surface pitlrcing
foil6 were tested to determine take-off
and maximum
speed characteristics
at various and maximum gross weights,
The
da+& obtaare tabulated
in Table II ahd are discussed
below.
AU tests were made in flat catn water.
To eliminate
possible
the same engine, a 40 EP Evlnrude,
differences
in engine performance,
The tests were performed on the same day Or
wes used for aLI. tests.
days with similar atmspheric
conditions.
Prior to being tested,
eerchboatuae
mat
a gross weight of about 1,000 pounds.
'Pall
foilincidmceang.leandmain
foilup=stops
werethenadjusted
Inc~nts
of ballat3t were sdded and
to give lrsxbmm petioxzance.
the test runs repeated at various gross weights until each boat
At this point, adJustments to the tail fofi
would not ta3c5-ofl.
ipCl&nceangle~veremtde
andweightshiftedto
obtsintakb
offandtop
speed for this heavy or Ilzzdmm gross weight canditioll.
.thmttle
eoff
Bpeed
eachmaximum
speed, trim angles and foil imnersions were recorded for each nl5.
aad
Other boat information
required
ti, determine C.G. lacati~
foil l.oaUup
were al.80 recotied.
Each testrunwas

made from a staridlng

start,

c0nfiguratim.s
at
Table I surmmrizef3 data for +l;ne tkireete6ted
m
snd high gzx36) weig?xts 2 -3kut 1,ooo and 1,yxl pouads
to run the three
S&e It was net r'euibie
reqxxti-rely.
configum",ions
at identicaL
et;0
a$gh*%S, these weights have been
chosc~ from the test dats such +at var'%tion
in minimum gmsa
is
wei&
is about 6, and the -,wiQtioc
-3 nxkximm gross wei&t
about*.
This percentige
ia--iatLx
is sonsidered m&U. emu& t0
of over
results and is probably
be i&red
for a c omgarison
within the accuracy of all. speed and time measurements.
As the gross weight of the tested
about jC$, it 1s seen that :
1.

configuration

is increased

by

Percentage decresse ',D ca;c"kmm speed is least (best) for
the aspect ratio 3.OC fai2;:
;lext largest for the aspect
ratio 1.85 foils,
s2d largest
(worst) for the "Sea Wings"
foils,

“Cry”,

“J-w.-‘-

OAR 25 April

\--

--

1$3

I

.

2.

Percentage
for

the

iccrease

aspect

ratio

in take-off-speed
3.00

aspect ratio 1.85 foila,
"Sea Wlng3" foils,

foils,

next

and largest

is least
largest

(worst)

(best)
the
for the
for

3.

Percentage increase in tix
(best) for the aspect ratio
the aspect ratio 3.00 foils
"3ea Wlng3" foils.

to reach ~l;a;t~
speed is least
1.8j foils,
next largest for
and La-gest (vcrst)
for the

4.

Percentage ircrease
in tisle to take-off
is least (beet)
for the "Sea Wings" foils,
ne.ti largest for the aspect
ratio 3.00 foils,
and largest
(worst) for the aspect
ratio 1.85 foils.

In the case of the effect of gross -weight on zzaxina;zpsxmoth
wets speed, all test da+& has been plotted
in Curve I. Here,
bands have been shown to allow for scatter,
effects of change in
C.G. location
and change in tail
foil. incidence.
It is important to realize that, for the tested configurations,
the "Sea Wings" (surface piercing
foils)
have a mch hi&er
loadizg
than the fully submerged foiLs.
This is sham for aU test runs
ia Curve II. Accordingly,
they have less foil wetted area and less
foil friction
drag in smoth water which amour&s for theiz hi&z
top speed capability
at the minimum gross weights,
At t!x increasd
gmoe mighta,
the “Sea .Winga” still
have less wetted foil area, but
due to Increased imersion
they begin to use tie re2AtiveJ.y
laefflcient
(high dihedral)
area of the sxrisce plerctig
elefrzllt.

because
all
confYgumtlons.
MBxirxun groes weights for the tested configurations
been limited by loading or flow breakdown (ventilation
on the main foils.
Instead,
they ha;ie been limited by
*to trim the craft to higher nose-up pitch angles before
point where insufwnt
tewae
av3iiable
to forca
higher epeeds,
This is strongly depenxle& on tha x.2
o&boards,
realizing
that changes in mir. f'oll kcibxe
were not ueed to favor take-off
ca;ak:;iz~,

have not
or cavitation)
the inability
reacfiiq
the
t,he crsit to
&ape 32 the
-ral.xes

It is not possible to generalize
on the oversl..?. effect of foil
For full scale vehicles,
the horizontal
projected
area
J.-dw3*
employed at cruise qeed KU. be prFrr;e,-ily seTexe2 tc mixtafn
IS't
(vertical)
loadings within cavitation
boundaries.
This loading will
be essentially
the same for any configuration.
Here the lower dihedral

PAGE
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foils will tend to have less friction
drag through less wetted
(planform)
area.
The ability
of these craft to take-off
at a minimum
speed for any given gross weight is now a function
of what kind of
high lift
devices are employed such as extra area or trailing
edge
flaps, within practical
limitations
of hull afterbody
keel angle
device weight and cost.
(ability
to trim nose up), thrust available,
Perhaps the best way to co-are
take-off
characteristics
is to consider
the value of take-off
speed/max. speed for several existing
designs.

Design

Configuration

"sea wings"

Surface

Piercing

Hs f)eIlison

surface

Piercing

Surface

Piercing

COIN Proposal

A

AR= 3 .oO Runabout

F'LUJ Submerged

AGEI Design

Fu3.y Submerged

COIN ProposalB

F'ully

Submerged

G.W.
Long Tons
.:2

v"*z.
Knots

**
vTo
-vTo
--Knota ( vmax 3

28.2

xz.1

-43

80

62+

27

.44

50

55+

a.5

.39

26.1

12.1

.46‘

310

57+

28

.49

50

55+

a.

.38

-53

* S.W. refers to 6moth water.
icJ, v, refers to drag hump speed.

The only generalization
which appears proper now is to state
that the drag hump speed during take-off
can be about 4C$ of the
smooth water V-,
at design gross weight and for any of the
contemplated vehicle
configurations,

25 April
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llF!EX'

OF CROSSWEIGRJ! II'?-

OF jEPET

Min,
wt.,

cixlfiirugtion
Aspect

Ratio

~spsct Ratio
se3 Wings
canirguratlon

RATIOS

3.00

1.85

Gross
Lbs.
1033

996
972

Min. wt.
;z
35

Min. wt.
14.0
15.0

l2,O

Min. wt.
3115

20.0
20.0

1.85,

ON FEWJWCE

3.00,

High
wt.,

A.ND "SEA WLNGS"

Gross
Lbs.
1533

146
1502

I

Iax, speed, Mm
ASpeed
Max. wt.
29*5

21.5
22

2.5
10.5
13.0

TBke Off Speed, Mp9:
. wt.
A,spted
14.0
18,o

18.0

. Time To I&x.
bkc. wt.
lo*0
45.0
55.0

?
6

Speed. Seconds
Q Time
a.5
25.0
35*0

$ Deereese
7.8
32.8
37.2

$ Increei3e
2:
50

96,ftl~rM6e

175

'
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Stability

Measurement Program

An instrumentation
package and a function
generator system has'
measuring program,
been designed and fabricated
for an A.D. stability
The system KiLLbe used with the 16 series, aspect ratio 3.00,
fully
submerged foils,
Constant motion cams have been mounted in
place of the drag vane up-stops on the main foil struts.
When
actuated,
the cams push the drag vanes aft to cause a five degree
positive
movement of the foil flaps with instantaneous
release back
Pitch angle and acceleration
are sensed
to the neutral position,
by a gyro and accelerometer
and are recorded on an oscillograph.
and damping ratios for longitudinal
dynamics
Natural f'requencies
wiU be obtained,
Figures 14 and 15 show the cam lnstallatlon
and the instrumentation
and cam actuation
mechanism. The results Of
these measurements WiU. be compared with analytical
predictions.
Flap Hinqe Repair
Stainless
steel piano hinges with rubber seals are now
They tend to bind
instaXied
on the fWly submerged outboard foils,
due to stretching
of the seals. Bandsis
in progress.
DragVane

and Flap Optimization

Design studies are in progress to optlmlze drag vane and
This vork is directed
tovard mi-Mum drag and improved
flap design,
Df.%Sl@lS
vehicle
IcPtions in a seaway at speeds up to*knots.
control
to
allc~
nean
fiap
position
include provision
for pilot
The XCH-6 wiLl be
selection
for take-off
and for banking ti turns.
usedasa
test vehicle with speed capability
of about 60 knots.
-=*

CONCLUSIONS
1.

The sea state capability
of the fully submerged foils exceeded
The ability
of the 15 foot runabouts to remain
expectations.
foilborne
in li to 2 foot waves shows good potential
for the
fully submerged foil system tith vane type, trailing
edge
flap control.

2.

In general, and for the f'uUy submerged foils tested, the smaller
aspect ratio high camber foil provides a better rough water
lift
t0
drag ratio and greater sea state capability.
The ,
higher aspect ratio foils provide a better smooth water lift
to drag ratio and a smoother ride.

3.

For the configurations
tested, the fully submerged foils
to
provide a better rough water and high gross weight lift
drag ratio,
and greater sea state capability,
than the ‘Sea
The "Sea Wings" foils provide
Wings" surface piercing
foils.
a better smooth water lift
to drag ratio at low gross weights,
a smoother take-off
and better turning
capability.

4.

Increases in gross weight have been least detrimental,
to
significant
smooth water performance parameters,
for the fully
submerged aspect ratio 3.00 foils.
Performance deterioration
was somewhat greater for the aspect ratio 1.85 fully
submerged
foils and largest for the "Sea Wings" surface piercing
foils.
m

RECOIMENDATIONS
1.

The active development programs described herein,
directed
towed drag vme and trailing
edge flap design dptimization,
should be pursued with application
to specific,
full scale
vehicle
designs.

rtmw

63-13-M-(M-20)(~

1.

cktmman Interoffice
Memrandum, ENG-MAR-ME%%&252,Testing and
on the 15
Evaluation
of "Lift Vane w Flap Control Installed
Foot Runabout, May 1963

2.

Cavmman 15teroffice
Memorandum, ErGMAR-MEMO-251, Testing and
Evaluation
of the 15 Foot Outboard Equipped With "Sea Wings"
Surface Piercing Foils; 60 - 40$ Weight Distribution,
January 1963

-TYPICAL FULLY SOBMERGEDFOIL ARRANGEMENT '
FIGURE 2
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